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 The administration of digital signatures
 Secure, time-stamped audit trails 
 Extended user management and administrative tools

Extended Security Features

PAX-it! Extended Security incorporates additional layers of protection 
directly within the PAX-it!  imaging environment, enabling you to secure 
your digital assets in compliance with FDA 21 CFR Part 11 or other security 
regulations.

Features include:

All functions seamlessly integrate with PAX-it!’s powerful archival, 
annotation, measurement and analysis tools, making PAX-it! Extended 
Security the preferred solution for labs that require both flexibility and 
security in digital imaging.

Assign unique logins to users accessing the PAX-it! 

application. Credentials may be created within PAX-it! itself 

or sync to Windows Active Directory for a more streamlined 

approach to user management and authentication. An 

extended list of PAX-it! permissions enables administrators to 

regulate the actions each user or group can take—from the assignment of user-

owned folders and view-only permissions to limiting access to specific functions 

like annotating, calibrating and more. Rules governing the use of passwords, 

timeout periods, and forced logouts are also supported.

Electronic Records/Electronic Signatures (ER/ES)

Easy digital file management is the hallmark of PAX-it!’s image database 
software. The Extended Security module brings this same ease of use to 
digital signatures—a core requirement for 21 CFR Part 11 digital asset 
accountability. Digital signatures are applied by credentialed users with 
a button click, locking the image, report, or data so that it may not be 
modified. Multi-level digital signatures are supported for reviewer roles 
before ultimate sign-off, and flexible Pass/Fail notes may be tagged to 
each signature. Authentication tools are available to verify the integrity of 
the asset, with built-in alerts if any original or signed 
file has been altered after insertion 
into PAX-it!

Administrative Tools



Detailed Audit Trails
Administrators may track activity related to specific user logins, or to 
image manipulation, including file creation and/or insertion, moving, 
deleting, adjusting, metadata manipulation, and more. The creation and 
modification of non-image file types (e.g. reports, presentations, and 
storage folders) are also logged. Audit trails are sortable by the image 
activity, by user activity, by date, and more.

IQ/OQ Service
Trained PAX-it! Technicians are available to help execute standard IQ/OQ 
documentation as part of the 21 CFR part 11 procedural requirements. 
Please contact MIS for details on these specialized packages for 
document creation and hardware/software installation.

	 		 	 	  SQL-Server or Oracle database 

administered on fileserver or partitioned hard drive

	 	  PAX-it! database administrator role and sysadmin role

 PAX-it! multi-user network site license (if supporting multiple client workstations)

Minimum Requirements

 Integrates with PAX-it! software image collection and measurement/analysis tools
 Supports Windows Authentication (Active Directory) or SQL / Oracle Authentication for unique software logins
 User lockout after three failed login attempts
 Permissions assignments to PAX-it! software tools (e.g. annotate, measure) by user groups or individual accounts
 Stringent authentication algorithms for data integrity from file creation to final reporting and presentation
 Authenticity can be verified for any image or file at any time
 Annotations, measurements, and analysis results are stored in separate files to maintain image integrity
 Multi-level digital signatures accommodate reviewer roles, defined by your lab
 User credentials are required upon signing
 User creation and assignment of customized Pass/Fail and Reason criteria for each digital signature
 Details of digital signature are applied to any human-readable output; original file remains unaltered
 Tracking of parent image(s) or original image source
 Quick check of signature status and data integrity
 Database search function to view assets based on signature status, Pass/Fail status, and/or Pass/Fail reason
 Comprehensive log reports for user activity, document activity, metadata edits, and more
 IQ/OQ documentation service available

Listing of Features
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